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Masih-e-Maud (as) Day
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Discuss, what is mentioned in theses verses

 

Surah Al-Jumu'ah 

Holy Qur'an
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A companion of the Holy Prophet (sa) relates: one

day we were sitting with The Holy Prophet (sa)

when this chapter (Surah al-Jumu`ah) was

revealed. I inquired from Muhammad (sa) who are

the people to whom the words “and among others

of them who have not yet joined them refer”?

Salman (ra), a Persian, was sitting among us. The

Holy Prophet (sa) put his hand on Salman (ra) and

said, “if faith were to go up to the Pleiades, a man

from among these would surely find it.” 

(Bukhari)

Hadith (Latter Days)
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We, Who Have Joined

Urdu couplet

Discuss this couplet

مسیِح وقت اب دنیا میں آیا

خدا نے عہد کا دن ہے دکھایا

مبارک وہ جو اَب ایمان الیا

صحابہؓ سے مال جب مجھ کو پایا

Messiah of the time has now come to the world�

God has shown the day of the covenant.

He is blessed who believes it now�

He meets the Companions when he finds me.

What is the status of an Ahmadi?

The Promised Messiah (as) placed a heavy responsibility on us by joining us to

the days of the Holy Prophet (sa) and the likes of his Companions (ra).

Are we in any way close to resembling the companions of the Holy Prophet (sa)?
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English translation



Once, the Promised Messiah (as)

learned that this same Nizam-uddin,

who was a bitter opponent, was

seriously ill. The Promised Messiah (as)

overlooked the hostility which this

gentlemen displayed on every possible

occasion and went, in person, to his

cousin’s house to inquire after his

health and even suggested possible

treatment for him.

(A’iana Jamaal by Khalifatul Masih 2nd

(ra) pg 50)05

Well Being of His Enemies



Should you be the first one to extend

your Salam to someone or apologize to

the person with whom you have rancor?

What is the right thing to do?

What Would You Do?
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Forgiveness

Another incident from the life of the Promised Messiah (as) which illustrates his forgiveness and

graciousness for all: On one occasion, when the Promised Messiah (as) happened to be in

Lahore, he was on his way back to where he was staying. At one point on the route, he was

suddenly attacked by a strong and heavy built man who incidentally claimed that he was the

Mahdi. He took the Promised Messiah (as) in a firm grip and tried to throw him on the ground. He

did not succeed in this, but due to the sudden unexpected attack, the Promised Messiah (as)

staggered on his feet and narrowly escaped falling. A devoted devotee, Syed Amir Ali Sahib,

grappled the attacker, pushed the assailant away, and was at the point of chastising the man

when the Promised Messiah (as) stopped him and told him to let the poor man go.

(A”iana Jamaal  by Khalifatul Masih 2nd (ra) pg 30)
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Pray for Your Enemies

The perfect and spotless unity of God inculcated by Islam and the broad and high

moral excellences of the Holy Prophet (sa) had so deeply influenced the pure mind of

the Promised Messiah (as) that for the whole world without any distinction of race,

color, and creed he had the same warmth and sympathy of feeling as if they all

comprised a single family. He looked upon everyone as if they were his own kith and

kin. In fact, he had feelings of sympathy and love even for his enemies, since from the

depths of his heart he wished them well. Accordingly, he writes, “In point of

sympathy I bear in my heart for mankind. My religion is this that until one learns to

pray even for one’s enemies, the heart is not fully cleansed and purified. The reason

Hazrat Umar (ra) was drawn to Islam was because the Holy Prophet (sa) used to

pray for him.”

(Durr-i-Maknun by Khalifatul Masih 2nd (ra) pg 23)
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What Would You Do?

I have been wronged by my family

members and I do not want to see

them. Why should I keep relations

with them when they are not good

people?

Why should I pray for them?

Is it easy or hard to pray for your

enemy when he has done you

wrong?09



Mere Verbal Claims?

Are we merely making verbal claims or are we really

acting upon what the Promised Messiah (as) did?

    Are we emulating these qualities in our lives?

For example, would we even give up our spot in line

for food at the Mosque for others?
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During a tour of Japan Hazrat Khalifatul Masih was asked by a

very gentle Christian priest about the definition of peace.

Saying, he had not yet heard a convincing definition of peace or

how to establish it. Hazrat Khalifatul Masih told him that Islam

says choose for others what you choose for yourself. Thus

establish each other's rights and create peace. The priest said

he really liked this definition of how to create peace and said it

was the first time he had heard it. 

(Friday Sermon Khalifatul Masih 5th (atba) Feb 12, 2016)

Creating Peace 
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Once Hazrat Imam Hussein and Imam Hassan had a disagreement, as brothers do. Imam Hassan had a very

gentle disposition while Imam Hussein had a spirited nature. During the disagreement which was witnessed by

other Companions, Imam Hussein was a bit harsh but Imam Hassan remained calm. The next day one of the

Companions saw Imam Hassan going somewhere hurriedly and asked him where he was going. He replied he

was going to apologies to Imam Hussein. The Companion was surprised at this and said that he was present

during the disagreement and had seen that it was Imam Hussein who had been harsh to his brother, so he

should be the one apologizing. Imam Hassan said he was aware that his brother had been harsh and that was

why he was going to apologies to him. He said he had heard that the Holy Prophet (peace and blessings of Allah

be on him) had said that whoever is first to reconcile will enter Paradise five hundred years in advance. He said if

his brother who had had his way in the disagreement also initiated reconciliation then he (Imam Hassan) would

lose on both counts. Hence his haste to initiate reconciliation

(Friday sermon Khalifatul Masih 5th (atba) Feb 12, 2016)

Take the Lead in Goodness
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Reach out

talim@khuddam.co.uk @MKA_EDUCATION @MKA_TALIM
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